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Need another word that means the same as “rabbit”? Find 30 synonyms and 30 related
words for “rabbit” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Rabbit” are: lapin, coney, cony, hare, discussion, talk, chat,
gossip, tête-à-tête, heart-to-heart, head-to-head, exchange, dialogue, parley,
consultation, conference, chatter, speak, converse, have a conversation, engage in
conversation, tittle-tattle, prattle, jabber, babble, prate, go on, run on

Rabbit as a Noun

Definitions of "Rabbit" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “rabbit” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

A conversation.
A poor performer in a sport or game, in particular (in cricket) a poor batsman.
A runner who acts as pacesetter in the first laps of a race.
A hare.
The fur of the rabbit.
The fur of a rabbit.
The flesh of the rabbit as food.
Any of various burrowing animals of the family Leporidae having long ears and short
tails; some domesticated and raised for pets or food.
Flesh of any of various rabbits or hares (wild or domesticated) eaten as food.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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A gregarious burrowing plant-eating mammal, with long ears, long hind legs, and a
short tail.

Synonyms of "Rabbit" as a noun (16 Words)

chat Songbirds having a chattering call.
You can have four simultaneous chats online at once.

coney Any of various burrowing animals of the family Leporidae having long ears
and short tails; some domesticated and raised for pets or food.

conference
The governing body of some Christian Churches, especially Methodist
Churches.
He gathered all the men around the baize table for a conference.

consultation The act of referring or consulting.
Consultations between all sections of the party.

cony Any of various burrowing animals of the family Leporidae having long ears
and short tails; some domesticated and raised for pets or food.

https://grammartop.com/chat-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/conference-synonyms
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dialogue
A conversation between two or more people as a feature of a book, play, or
film.
The book consisted of a series of dialogues.

discussion A detailed treatment of a topic in speech or writing.
The book contains an excellent discussion of modal logic.

exchange
A move or short sequence of moves in which both players capture material
of comparable value or particularly the exchange in which one captures a
rook in return for a knight or bishop.
Deductible losses on sales or exchanges of property are allowable.

gossip
A person given to gossiping and divulging personal information about
others.
The divorce caused much gossip.

hare A dummy hare propelled around the track in greyhound racing.
head-to-head The pressure exerted by a fluid.
heart-to-heart A playing card in the major suit that has one or more red hearts on it.
lapin The fur of a rabbit.

parley
A conference between opposing sides in a dispute, especially a discussion
of terms for an armistice.
A parley is in progress and the invaders may withdraw.

talk Discussion talk about is a less formal alternative for discussion of.
There is talk of an armistice.

tête-à-tête A private conversation between two people.

https://grammartop.com/dialogue-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Rabbit" as a noun

Rabbit pies.
He was a total rabbit with the bat.
We had quite a heated rabbit about it.
Chunks of rabbit and chicken.
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Rabbit as a Verb

Definitions of "Rabbit" as a verb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “rabbit” as a verb can have the following
definitions:

Talk at length, especially about trivial matters.
Hunt rabbits.
Move quickly; run away.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Rabbit" as a verb (14 Words)

babble Utter something rapidly and incoherently.
He babbled to another convict while he was in jail.

chatter Make noise as if chattering away.
She was chattering about her holiday.

converse
Carry on a conversation.
She was withdrawn and preoccupied hardly able to converse with
her mother.

engage in
conversation Consume all of one’s attention or time.

go on Begin or set in motion.

gossip Engage in gossip.
They would start gossiping about her as soon as she left.

have a conversation Undergo (as of injuries and illnesses.

https://grammartop.com/converse-synonyms
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jabber Talk in a rapid, excited, and often incomprehensible way.
He jabbered on about football.

prate Speak (about unimportant matters) rapidly and incessantly.
I heard him prate on for at least an hour and a half.

prattle Speak (about unimportant matters) rapidly and incessantly.
She began to prattle on about her visit to the dentist.

run on Move about freely and without restraint, or act as if running
around in an uncontrolled way.

speak Give a speech to.
Insufficient air circulates for the pipes to speak.

talk Persuade or cause someone to do something by talking.
You ll have the whole school talking.

tittle-tattle Speak (about unimportant matters) rapidly and incessantly.
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Usage Examples of "Rabbit" as a verb

He rabbited as soon as he saw us coming.
Stop rabbiting on, will you, and go to bed!
Locate the area where you can go rabbiting.

Associations of "Rabbit" (30 Words)

boar The flesh of the wild boar as food.

buck Of a horse to perform a buck.
A buck private.

burrow Hide underneath or press close to something.
Moles burrowing away underground.

cat
Feline mammal usually having thick soft fur and no ability to roar domestic cats
wildcats.
His mother called me an old cat.

https://grammartop.com/burrow-synonyms
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coyote Small wolf native to western North America.
At the bus station there were coyotes offering to drive us to Los Angeles.

deer Distinguished from Bovidae by the male’s having solid deciduous antlers.

doe A female hare, rabbit, rat, ferret, or kangaroo.
Doe rabbits.

dog Used in names of dogfishes e g sandy dog spur dog.
Your historian is a dull dog.

ferret Hunt with ferrets.
She had the ability to ferret out the facts.

fox The fur of a fox.
The abbreviation foxed me completely.

hare Run quickly like a hare.
He hared down the hill.

kangaroo
A large plant-eating marsupial with a long powerful tail and strongly developed
hindlimbs that enable it to travel by leaping, found only in Australia and New
Guinea.

mammal
A warm-blooded vertebrate animal of a class that is distinguished by the
possession of hair or fur, females that secrete milk for the nourishment of the
young, and (typically) the birth of live young.

marmot A heavily built, gregarious burrowing rodent of mountainous country in both
Eurasia and North America.

marsupial Relating to the marsupials.

mole
The molecular weight of a substance expressed in grams the basic unit of
amount of substance adopted under the Systeme International d Unites.
A well placed mole was feeding them the names of operatives.

mouse In general use any small mammal similar to a mouse such as a shrew or vole.
A mouse takes much more room than a trackball.

munch A large bite.
Russell munched his breakfast toast.

pouched Having a pouch.

racoon An omnivorous nocturnal mammal native to North America and Central
America.

rat Hunt or kill rats.
Kill the rat.

rodent Relatively small placental mammals having a single pair of constantly growing
incisor teeth specialized for gnawing.
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shrew
A small insectivorous mammal resembling a mouse, with a long pointed snout
and tiny eyes.
Hold your nagging tongue you miserable old shrew.

snowman A representation of a human figure created with compressed snow.

sow Plant (a piece of land) with seed.
The field used to be sown with oats.

squirrel The fur of the squirrel.
They were squirrelling around in the woods in search of something.

tortoise A slow-moving typically herbivorous land reptile of warm climates, enclosed in
a scaly or leathery domed shell into which it can retract its head and thick legs.

warren An enclosed piece of land set aside for breeding game, especially rabbits.
A warren of narrow gas lit streets.

wolf
Used in names of mammals similar or related to the wolf e g maned wolf
Tasmanian wolf.
The teenager wolfed down the pizza.


